
APPLE VS MICROSOFT ESSAY

Corey Rill Microsoft and Apple are the two biggest companies when it comes to computer manufacturing and the
consumer electronics industry.

The branded stores, like the Window Phone Store and the iTunes Store, for Microsoft and Apple respectively
are all stocked with their applications. The two companies also manufacture specific brands of phones. Karate,
, p. Obviously, Macintosh is the best type of laptops that a person should buy. Works Cited Bellis, Mary. We
all go through this confusion when it gets to buying our personal laptop that we will be using for everything in
our life including working on projects, studying, chatting with friends, playing games, etc. The iPhone is
manufactured by Apple for Apple. On the other hand, Apple will nurture its own ideas from incubation to
maturity. However, this may surprise many as Microsoft has less than 20 stores while Apple has more than
Noga  But the big feature offered by Windows that causes major controversy among the iPhone is the lack of
the Flash Player. Apple will look at the needs of the market forces, identify an idea that is not exploited, and
sell it to the people to address the market needs. Apple identifies infant technologies and ideas that are rather
unexploited and develops them to give them the appeal of the mass market and possibly satisfy the needs of
the greater market. Apple mostly centers its approach in making new products that shall enable it generate
profit regardless of what the product is. The things are being improved upon constantly and are improving
greatly as the years pass. Similarities One of the similarities between the two companies is based on their
founders; they are both founded on the ideas of genius self-motivated businessmen. Apple does its selling
using a minimalist marketing strategy, design and interfaces. The ability of the virus to be installed happens
because of the software efficiency that is not being well secured by Microsoft programmers. This is because
the company has always been ran on business since the beginning. Generally, both portray exemplary
entrepreneurial skills. Meanwhile, Microsoft identifies established ideas and technologies, and aims at getting
a hold on their success, whether partly or wholly. To cater for their clients and to enable them access these
items, they have both set up parallel stores. As such, they have been received quite well by consumers. In
terms of marketing of the internet features, the companies also have different strategies. Microsoft has
regained its position as the number 2 most valuable US company right behind Number 1 Apple. Apple will its
selling using a minimalist game plan both in design and interfaces. In conclusion, choosing a laptop that you
want to use for a long time is hard thing to do, and I agree with that. The company assumes the consumer shall
spend hours searching for the best option according to them. Both devices came along with a storage ability of
30GB, a space that could store up to audios. Reaching customers. Are you searching for a laptop with a great
number of applications and a good price? If you wanted the newest operating system with Apple it would be
free if you had the prior operating system, and with Microsoft it would cost 1 


